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RapidFire® Low Thermal Mass 
Heating Elements

RapidFire® elements, a new and patent pending product, 
employ light gauge heating wire to reduce thermal 
mass. Our proprietary design, material and insulation 
provide great radiant energy transfer and longer life 
while saving energy and having a lower shell 
temperature. RapidFire elements reach operating 
temperatures faster, and cool down in less time than 
traditional elements. The supply voltage can be tailored 
to existing low voltage through full line voltage.  
Maximum operating temperature is 1150°C.

RapidFire® elements have shown to use up to 40% less 
energy and reduced shell temperatures, all at a very 
competitive price! Every RapidFire Heater is 
manufactured under strict guidelines and tested to 
ensure you get a quality product. Elements can be 
configured to meet a variety of voltage and wattages to 
maximize your particular needs. Rapid Cooling Options 
are now available.

where there’s heat, there’s RMG!

Products for heat processing equipment in
the semiconductor and solar industries

FEATURES BENEFITS

Low Mass Faster Heat Up/Response Time

Light Gauge Design Longer Life

High Efficiency Insulation Lower Energy Consumption/Lower Shell Temperature

Unique Element Design Longer Life/Less than 1°C Temp Variation

Extended Flat Zone Eliminate "Bat Wings” in Center Zone/Longer Flat Zone

High Purity Design/No Coatings Higher Yields

High Temp Terminal Connections Less Failures



Visit our website at www.rexmaterials.com for more specific location or 
distribution information or contact us at:  info@rexmaterials.com
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Vestibule Blocks

Rex Materials, Inc. supplies vestibule blocks in 
any configuration to match your specific needs. 
Vestibule blocks are made from CNC finished 
vacuum-formed high purity ceramic fiber with a 
low sodium inorganic bond.

Soft Collars and Seals

Soft collars and seals to reduce heat loss can be 
provided in almost any size or shape.

Rex Materials Group is a family of companies that specialize in ceramic fiber heat elements for a variety 
of applications. We also manufacture high temperature insulation for many furnace, kiln and other 
applications. Contact Rex Materials for more information.


